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Abstract

Bullying is a known and ongoing problem against nurses. Interventions are needed to prepare nursing students to prevent and mitigate the bullying they will experience in their nursing practice. The purpose of this article is to describe the development process and utility of one such intervention for use by nursing faculty with nursing students prior to their students’ entry into the profession. The educational program was critiqued by an advisory board and deemed to be relevant, clear, simple, and non-ambiguous indicating the program to have adequate content validity. The program then was pilot tested on five university campuses. Faculty members who implemented the educational program discussed (1) the program having value to faculty members and students, (2) challenges to continued program adoption, and (3) recommendations for program delivery. The proposed multicomponent, multiyear bullying educational program has the potential to positively influence nursing education and ultimately nursing practice. Findings from the pilot implementation of the program indicate the need to incorporate the program into additional nursing courses beginning during the sophomore year of the nursing curricula.
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1. Introduction

“Nurses Eat Their Young” is an unfortunate idiom understood and used by nurses internationally.¹⁻³ Dishearteningly, the idiom has been in use for over 30 years.⁴ As Meissner wrote, nurses eating their young does not literally refer to nurses being
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cannibalistic with other nurses but refer to the bullying behaviors experienced by nursing.\textsuperscript{[4]} For this paper, bullying is defined work-related, personal-related, and physical-related negative behaviors such as withholding information, ignoring targets, spreading rumors, and intimidating others.\textsuperscript{[5]} Authors commonly report the existence of bullying against the nursing workforce including newly licensed nurses by physicians, supervisors, and other nurses;\textsuperscript{[5–8]} however, the problem shows no signs of waning. It is therefore essential that interventions be developed and used by undergraduate nursing faculty members to address this problem.\textsuperscript{[9]} The purpose of this article is to describe the development process and utility of one such intervention for use by nursing faculty with nursing students prior to their students’ entry into the profession.

1.1 Bullying Against Nurses

Recent estimates place the incidence of bullying targeting the nursing workforce around 30\%.\textsuperscript{[10–12]} Berry et al.\textsuperscript{[5]} reported a higher incidence of bullying against newly licensed nurses (nurses licensed for less than three years); 72.6\% (n=147) of the sample had experienced bullying within the previous month. Hutchinson\textsuperscript{[9]} further described bullying as a contagion spreading through the nursing workforce infecting future generations of nurses to adopt bullying behaviors. Griffin and Clark,\textsuperscript{[13]} Rush et al.,\textsuperscript{[11]} and Vogelpohl et al.\textsuperscript{[14]} have reported the incidence of bullying being highest against newly licensed nurses, particularly during the first three months after licensure. These findings indicate the need for future interventions to focus on this subset of the nursing workforce. Reported reasons newly licensed nurses are targeted for bullying include bullying being a rite of passage, a norm against new employees, and a result of environmental/organizational factors such as high job demand.\textsuperscript{[15]}

The experience of being bullied leads to a variety of consequences. The consequences of bullying include nurses reporting poorer mental health, decreased collaboration with team members, ineffective communication, reduced work productivity, and poor job commitment.\textsuperscript{[5,12,14,16–22]} These consequences ultimately affected the care nurses delivered to their patients including decreased quality of care, medication errors, and patient death.\textsuperscript{[23–27]} Bullying among nurses previously garnered such national recognition The Joint Commission\textsuperscript{[28]} issued a Sentinel Event Alert requiring all accredited hospitals to develop a code of conduct and implement processes to manage bullying. This alert has not eradicated the problem—in fact, bullying persisted leading the American Nurses Association\textsuperscript{[29]} to convene a Special Issues Panel on Incivility, Bullying, and Workplace Violence to identify treatments for the problem. Recommended actions included educating nurses about bullying, fostering positive interprofessional relationships, and using cognitive rehearsal to learn to professionally defend oneself.

1.2 Efforts to Prevent and Mitigate Bullying Against Nurses

The Health Resources and Services Administration\textsuperscript{[30]} identified 140,000 new nurses enter the workforce each year. This annual number of newly licensed nurses coupled with the vulnerability to bullying indicates a need to develop and implement bullying interventions. Early efforts to prevent bullying included Griffin\textsuperscript{[31]} and her use of cognitive rehearsal education with 26 newly licensed nurses. In her intervention, nurses practiced specific
responses to common acts of bullying. Griffin[31] found the nurses effectively used rehearsed verbal responses to stop acts of bullying against them. Although other practitioners over the last decade began adopting this intervention, the problem persisted. Additional efforts used to address bullying have included learning communities,[32] discussion groups,[33] journal clubs,[34–35] de-escalation strategies,[31] role play,[36] cognitive rehearsal,[37] and self-awareness for preference to managing conflict.[32] The ultimate eradication of bullying will not only improve the mental health outcomes and work productivity of the nursing workforce at large, but potentially care delivery to patients yielding fewer errors and safer care that would have been negatively impacted by nurses with impaired work ability due to bullying victimization. Clark, Nguyen, and Barbosa-Leiker[38] concluded bullying against nursing students worsens from the sophomore to senior year in nursing school. The bullying depicted by students in their study involved bullying directed against them by faculty members and other nursing students. Smith et al.[15] identified bullying against nursing students was a significant problem in their study of 56 senior nursing students. Therefore bullying educational programs targeting nursing students are needed.[2–3,39]

1.3 Oppressed Group Behavior Related to Bullying Against Nurses

The etiology of the persistence of bullying against nurses may relate to nurses behaving as an oppressed work group.[40–41] In their concept analysis, Dong and Temple[42] explained nurses may behave as an oppressed group, likely due to their lack of power within the healthcare system. According to Freire,[43] oppressed persons are more likely to adopt oppressive behaviors against others including their own class rather than take a stance against their oppressors. Based on this supposition, nurses are more likely to become oppressive or bully other nurses rather than professionally intervening and mitigating the problems instigating the use of oppressive or bullying behaviors. These behaviors of oppression are accompanied by self-blaming, informal work alliances, misuse of legitimate authority, rewards for bullying behaviors, and organizational tolerance.[40–41,44–45] This pattern of oppressed behavior is amenable to change through education and recognition that the behavior is occurring. Any education designed for nursing students needs to provide an overview of oppressed group behavior, discuss professional strategies for prevention and mitigation, and demonstrate how to garner support from colleagues rather than oppressing or bullying back against oppressors/bullies. Without intervention, bullying will continue to be passed down from one generation of nurses to the next.

2. Methods

A non-experimental, descriptive design was used to develop, validate, and pilot test a novel program to educate student nurses about bullying against nurses. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) where the study procedures took place.

2.1 Educational Program

The bullying educational program was developed to be a multicomponent, multiyear intervention for junior and senior level nursing students. The components were a web-based voiceover PowerPoint presentation, a classroom-based PowerPoint guided classroom
assessment, a practicum-based debriefing guide, classroom-based role play simulation, and a Facebook page.

Component 1 was a 25-slide, web-based voiceover PowerPoint presentation intended to be viewed annually by junior and senior nursing students alongside other annual training such as bloodborne pathogen training. A script was developed to accompany the presentation for students whose preferred learning style is reading versus auditory. Accommodating multiple learning styles (e.g., read/write, visual) with the web-based PowerPoint presentation can increase the learning attainment. The script also was intended to be read by course faculty members who adopted the program for their junior and senior level nursing courses. The presentation provided an overview of bullying against nurses including differentiation of types of aggression, examples of bullying, epidemiology of bullying against nurses, consequences of bullying, oppression theory as an explanation for bullying against nurses, and recommendations to prevent and mitigate bullying in the workplace.

Component 2 was a 10-slide, classroom-based PowerPoint guided assessment intended to be delivered to junior nursing students during the Fall semester. The slides were developed as a post assessment to the web-based voiceover PowerPoint presentation. Each slide had a single multiple choice or open-ended question about bullying against nurses. For example, one of the multiple choice questions was “Which of the following is an emotional response to workplace bullying?” Multiple choice questions were to be answered using a personal response device, such as a remote “clicker”. Faculty member debriefing with students was based on the responses selected by students. An example of an open-ended question was “List potential consequences to employers as a result of workplace bullying.” After allowing time for students to write their responses on a piece of paper, faculty members then facilitated a class discussion on the responses. Rationale for the correct answer to the multiple choice questions and sample responses for the open-ended questions were provided within the PowerPoint presentation Notes section.

Component 3 was a practicum-based debriefing guide to be used by faculty members teaching junior or senior level nursing clinical practica. The guide was scripted and included several questions to be posed to nursing students during a post conference session after an event of bullying was witnessed at the clinical agency. See Table 1 for a copy of this intervention component.

Component 4 was a classroom-based role play simulation developed for Fall semester senior level nursing students. The simulation was designed to be a faculty-led exercise starting with students being placed into groups of four. Within each group, students assumed the roles of novice nurse, experienced nurse, bystander nurse, or patient. Students were provided instructional cards guiding their role in the simulation. Students with the novice nurse role assumed the role of target. Students with the experienced nurse role assumed the role of bully. The remaining students were to observe the bullying event. After the role play simulation, students were to reflect individually and in groups about the bullying role play experience. Next, the faculty member would conduct a classroom debriefing. The debriefing focused on each role in turn beginning with the role of the experienced nurse. Examples of debriefing process included students in the role of experienced nurse describing their
experience and motivation for using bullying behaviors. During the wrap-up and application phase of the debriefing session, students discussed ideal ways to handle bullying situations, potential responses for their efforts to stop bullying behaviors, and how they could apply this learning to their future clinical practice. The simulation as well as the debriefing were scripted for faculty member use.

Component 5 was a Facebook page using the name of Mary Ann Bickerdyke. Mary Ann Bickerdyke was born in Ohio (USA) in 1817,[48] After the death of her husband and later the onset of the United States Civil War, Bickerdyke became a nurse providing care to wounded Northern soldiers. Soon she was appointed the Chief of Nursing under the command of General Ulysses S. Grant. She was a nursing leader and facilitated the development of hundreds of hospitals during the Civil War. During her tenure as a nurse and nurse leader during the war, she would not tolerate any negativity or unprofessional behavior from other healthcare providers, including physicians. She became revered not only by General Grant, but the soldiers as well who commonly referred to her as “Mother” Bickerdyke. Due to the strong will of Nurse Bickerdyke, her name was chosen for the intervention’s Facebook site. This Facebook page was intended to provide a virtual social forum for junior and senior level nursing students to post their reflections on the stressful situations they experienced in the clinical setting. The Facebook page was to be moderated by graduate nursing administration students and the clinical faculty overseeing the junior and senior level nursing practica.

2.2 Advisory Board and External Review Procedures

A six-member advisory board was convened to evaluate the content of the bullying educational program during the development phase. Four faculty members and two students comprised the advisory board. Two of the faculty members were tenured in a college of nursing. These faculty members also co-led a bullying special interest group. The other two faculty members were clinical track faculty members providing oversight to students in the clinical practicum setting and also participants in the bullying special interest group. One of the students was an occupational health nurse matriculating in a PhD program. This student’s research focus was on bullying against nurses. The second student was a prelicensure nursing student who had started his practica rotations.

A full copy of the web-based voiceover PowerPoint presentation (component 1), classroom-based PowerPoint guided classroom assessment (component 2), and practicum-based debriefing guide (component 3) materials were provided to the advisory board. Each board member independently evaluated the program components for their relevance, clarity, simplicity, and ambiguity using a 1 to 4 Likert scale rating based on Yaghmaie’s[49] criteria. Board members then met to discuss their comments about the program components or if not able to attend the advisory board meeting, provided their feedback in writing. A full copy of the materials for the classroom-based role play simulation (component 4) and Mary Ann Bickerdyke Facebook page (component 5) then were provided to the advisory board. Board members again met to discuss the program components or provided written feedback. Content validity scores were
computed by averaging the relevance, clarity, simplicity, and ambiguity scores assigned by advisory board members.

Following a program revision, three external peer reviewers were selected to evaluate the bullying educational program. The three reviewers worked at separate research intensive universities. The first reviewer was a faculty member with research focused on community engagement with persons of color. In addition, she was a member of her university’s Institutional Review Board allowing her to critique the program and its implications for the protections of students who would participate in the education. The second reviewer was a faculty member whose research focused on personal and organizational factors and included previous work in workplace aggression. The third reviewer was a faculty member whose research focused on marginalized and ethnically/racially diverse populations. Her expertise was leveraged to assess program sensitivity to the culturally and racially diverse student populations who would receive the education. The reviewers received a copy of the five intervention components and were asked to provide critique specific to each component.

2.3 Pilot Testing Procedures

During Fall semester 2013, ten faculty members at three universities across five academic campuses were trained by the first author to deliver the educational intervention. The intervention was delivered to junior and senior nursing students during Spring semester 2014. During Summer semester 2014, faculty members who delivered the education components were interviewed about their experiences delivering the educational content to their students. Faculty members were approached again the following academic year to assess their ability to permanently adopt the program into their nursing curricula. Interviews were conducted individually in the faculty members’ private offices. Interviews were audiorecorded and transcribed verbatim.

2.4 Qualitative Data Analysis

The first author audited the transcripts for accuracy. Two researchers then read and independently devised potential themes. The researchers came to agreement on themes and then independently coded the transcript data using a constant comparative analysis method. The researchers agreed on the data coded to each theme.

3. Findings

3.1 Advisory Board and External Reviewer Findings

Components 1 (web-based voiceover PowerPoint presentation), 2 (classroom-based PowerPoint guided assessment), and 3 (practicum-based debriefing guide) were deemed very relevant (mean 4.0), clear but needing minor revision (mean 3.2), simple but needing minor revision to implement (mean 3.3), and non-ambiguous, but needing minor revision (mean 3.0). Components 4 (classroom-based role play simulation) and 5 (Facebook page) were deemed very relevant (mean 3.7), clear but needing minor revision (mean 3.4), simple but needing minor revision to implement (mean 2.8), and non-ambiguous, but needing minor revision (mean 3.6). Table 2 displays content validity scores by advisory board member.
Additional qualitative feedback by the advisory board members and external peer reviewers about the intervention components is provided in Table 3.

3.2 Pilot Testing Findings

Of the ten faculty members who delivered the education, all were female and most were white (n=9). Five of the faculty members were doctorally-prepared, five were master’s-prepared. In addition, three faculty members were in a tenure track line while seven were in a clinical track line. Three themes were derived from faculty member interview data: (1) program had value to faculty members and students, (2) challenges to continued program adoption, and (3) recommendations for program delivery.

3.2.1 Program Had Value to Faculty Members and Students—In this theme, the faculty members described the program’s value to nursing faculty members and undergraduate nursing students. Overall, the faculty members liked the program. They valued the program for its ability to be delivered using multiple teaching methods, facilitating a discussion on an important clinical practice problem, and enhancing students’ awareness of their risk for this problem. See Table 4 for representative statements for this theme. One faculty member believed the program was too long. This faculty member volunteered to teach the program in her medical-surgical nursing course. After the program had been delivered, the faculty member decided the content would be more appropriate in a leadership or community health course where medical-surgical nursing content would not be displaced.

3.2.2 Challenges to Continued Program Adoption—In this theme, challenges to adopting the program initially and in subsequent years were identified. For example, while the faculty members overall valued the program, several faculty members collaborated with adjunct faculty members to deliver the program to students on their campus. In their opinion, the adjunct faculty members who commonly taught the clinical practica in their schools of nursing were not as vested in delivering the program content or did so variably. See Table 4 for representative statements for this theme. In terms of long term adoption, only the faculty members involved at one of the five campuses continued to implement the educational program beyond the initial pilot testing period. Several reasons account for the lack of adoption at the four remaining campuses. First, the faculty members relied on adjunct faculty members to deploy aspects of the program content – not all of the adjunct faculty members taught the same course during the subsequent academic year. Second, several of the original faculty members teaching the program content retired or changed employers after the first year of program implementation. The original faculty members did not provide source materials to the faculty members who took over their courses where this program content was being delivered.

3.2.3 Recommendations for Program Delivery—In this theme, faculty members provided recommendations to strengthen the program and increase its adoption. Recommendations provided by the faculty members who were interviewed included threading the program content throughout the curriculum so that multiple faculty members and multiple courses would be addressing the content. Optimally, the program content per
their recommendation would need to start during the nursing students’ sophomore year creating a curricular thread for the program content. Another recommendation was to imbed case studies that could be used in various courses. For example, the program content could be addressed during a medical-surgical rotation as a component of teamwork and patient safety and during psychiatric-mental health nursing rotation as a component of intervening during aggressive interactions with others. See Table 4 for representative statements for this theme.

4. Discussion

The educational program was deemed by the advisory board members to be relevant, clear, simple, and non-ambiguous indicating the program to have adequate content validity. Five of the advisory board members were experts in bullying against nurses and seven of the advisory board members/external reviewers were expert nurse educators. An expert can be defined as “a person who has extensive skill or knowledge in a particular field.”[51] The expertise used by the advisory board members/external peer reviewers was leveraged to make multiple program revisions prior to the program being pilot tested with nursing students. Although the undergraduate student on the advisory board was a “non-expert”, his feedback was equally constructive. For example, one of his comments was to reduce the amount of content planned for web-based delivery. He communicated that even with quiz questions embedded into the voiceover PowerPoint presentation, his nursing student peers would skip through the PowerPoint slides as quickly as possible to “get done”. This insight underscored the necessity of seeking input from stakeholders such as nursing students and newly licensed nurses during the development process of an educational product targeting nursing students.

The use of active learning strategies is a mainstay in nursing education; the program piloted in this study used a variety of strategies to promote active learning. Component 1, the web-based voiceover PowerPoint presentation, incorporated the aspect of a flipped classroom by having students review this content prior to coming to class. Having students watch voiceover PowerPoint presentations prior to class allows more time during class to be focused on the application of learning and less time on lecture. Betihavas, Bridgman, Kornhaber, et al.[52] conducted a systematic review of the literature and concluded that the flipped classroom approach yielded positive student satisfaction and equal or superior test scores. Component 2, the classroom-based PowerPoint guided classroom assessment, was designed to facilitate active learning based on the classroom assessment technique described by Rowles.[53] This component served as a formative evaluation to gauge learning acquired following the voiceover PowerPoint presentation. During this component, students received immediate feedback reinforcing or correcting their knowledge base related to bullying against nurses. Component 3, the practicum-based debriefing, built upon the active learning strategy of small group discussion.[54] As used in the educational program, the small group discussion permitted students to discuss problem-solving techniques for actual incidents of workplace bullying witnessed in the clinical arena. Component 4, the classroom-based role play simulation, incorporated the active learning strategies of role play simulation, reflection, and large group discussion. Reflection has the advantage of helping nursing students bring context from the clinical practice realm into the classroom situation.[54] When
incorrectly implemented, faculty members may opt to serve as expert and not allow adequate
time for students to reflect on the learning experience.

The Facebook page ultimately was not included in the pilot testing phase of this study. Both
advisory board members and external peer reviewers expressed concerns about breach of
student confidentiality and further exposure to bullying behaviors. Lin and Lin[55] attempted
to obtain identifiable information about a cohort of Facebook users, specifically their
birthdates and educational backgrounds. By reviewing Facebook posts of unintentional
(information seen on friends’ Facebook pages after posted by study subjects) and
involuntary leakage (friends post information about study subjects on their Facebook pages),
they correctly determined subjects’ birthdates in 92% of the cases. In addition, they correctly
determined the educational background of study subjects’ in 86.3% of the cases. These
findings demonstrate the difficulties with confidentiality in holding discussions about
bullying safely via social media site such as Facebook. This inadvertent sharing of
information is not limited to identifiable information such as birthdates and educational
background. Syn and Kim[56] discovered that college students also willingly share some
personal health information on Facebook. While confidentiality is certainly a valid concern
when using social media for student education, the use of Facebook has been shown to
effectively improve health outcomes. For example, Wright, Rosenberg, Egbert, et al.[57]
compared the use of face-to-face interactions to Facebook interactions for the outcome of
student depression. Satisfaction with both interaction types significantly correlated to lower
depression scores, albeit the correlation was stronger for face-to-face interactions (r = −.30,
p < .01) compared to Facebook interactions (r = −.19, p < .01). Ahmed, Sullivan,
Schneiders, et al.[58] presented solutions to overcome the risk for inadvertent breach of
confidentiality: Facebook users could be enrolled into a separate group with the privacy
settings placed on “secret”. This would reduce access to the posts to only those users
enrolled into the group. However, this would not prevent the sharing of private information
to persons outside the group, thus reinforcement of confidentiality would need to be
emphasized and could not be completely assured. Ahmed et al.[58] shared a concern similar
to that of the board members/reviewers in the current study: the potential exists for bullying
and other negative behaviors between members of the Facebook group. Faculty members
would need to be vigilant in their efforts to monitor the site and check-in with students to
verify that bullying was not occurring. Also, a preventive strategy would be to advise
students via the course syllabus of civility expectations within the social media learning
environment.[59]

Challenges to program adoption identified in this study were retirement or departure of
faculty members invested in the program and reliance on adjunct faculty members for
program delivery. As retirement dates come, this leaves vacancies in schools of nursing
throughout the country. One strategy adopted to mitigate the faculty vacancies is the use of
adjunct faculty members. The American Association of Colleges of Nursing[60]
recommended that adjunct faculty members be formally oriented to the role of nursing
faculty and be kept “up-to-date on school and course expectations, and offer guidance and
development as required” (p. 23). Based on the interviews with faculty members in this
study, adjunct faculty members even after receiving requisite training may not have been as
engaged in the role of a faculty member to deliver educational content outside their scope of
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expertise (e.g., discussing bullying behaviors during the clinical site debriefing after pediatric clinical). A “simple” solution could be to have full time faculty members check-in periodically with adjunct faculty members and their students to verify that the program content was delivered as planned. However, this solution is limited by the overall retirements and departures of faculty members in the United States creating an estimated vacancy rate of 6.9% in 2014.\(^{[6]}\) Furthermore, a large proportion of the faculty members who initially oversaw the program delivery at four of the five college campuses participating in the pilot implementation also have retired or departed. Another strategy to overcome the challenge of faculty member transition is hosting the program content in a single location where it can be obtained by nursing faculty members at large including those not from the participating universities. This availability would require the program content be further refined such that the faculty instructions are clear enough to assure intervention fidelity.

5. Conclusion

The proposed multicomponent, multiyear bullying educational program has the potential to positively influence nursing education. Findings from the pilot implementation of the program indicate the need to incorporate the program into additional nursing courses beginning during the sophomore year of the nursing curricula (e.g., web-based voiceover PowerPoint presentation). This incorporation may permit the program content to be addressed multiple times over three years of study as well as potentially mitigate the problem of faculty members who are not available during subsequent academic years. If the program encompasses multiple years and multiple courses, even with faculty departures, nursing students are likely to be presented the content elsewhere in their nursing curricula. Future research is needed to identify whether the program can be implemented without one-on-one training. More importantly to nursing practice, the program must be evaluated to determine if students completing the program are adopting and using the education to prevent and mitigate incidents of bullying in the workplace after graduation.
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Table 1
Practicum-based debriefing guide following an incident of workplace bullying.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Remind students of the group norms for confidentiality of the discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Can someone tell me what workplace bullying is?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Prompts if no response or additional questions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i. Workplace bullying deals with negative behaviors. Can you tell me any of those behaviors?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. Workplace bullying is a problem that is ongoing. Does anyone know how long the behaviors last before they are considered to be workplace bullying?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Why is it important to discuss workplace bullying?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Prompts if no response or additional questions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i. How does workplace bullying affect a nurse’s ability to think about the care that is being delivered?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ii. How does workplace bullying affect a nurse’s physical ability or personal health?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iii. How does workplace bullying affect nurses emotionally?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iv. How does workplace bullying alter nurses’ normal behaviors when interacting with others?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>v. What impact does workplace bullying have on the employer?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Has anyone witnessed or experienced any incivility or bullying during this clinical rotation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. If yes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i. Tell us about your experienced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. If no:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i. Can anyone share a story about workplace bullying from their past?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. How did you feel afterwards?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Why do you think the aggression occurred?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. What do you think could have prevented the event from occurring?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>What do you think could help prevent a similar occurrence in the future?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components 1, 2, and 3</td>
<td>Relevance(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenured faculty member #1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenured faculty member #2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical track faculty member #1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical track faculty member #2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate student</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate student</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components 4 and 5</th>
<th>Relevance(^a)</th>
<th>Clarity(^b)</th>
<th>Simplicity(^c)</th>
<th>Ambiguity(^d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tenured faculty member #1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenured faculty member #2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical track faculty member #1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical track faculty member #2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate student</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate student</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) 1-Not relevant, 2-Needs some revision, 3-Needs minor revision, 4-Very relevant;

\(^b\) 1-Content is clear, 2-Content needs some revision, 3-Content needs minor revision, 4-Content very clear;

\(^c\) 1-Not simple, 2-Needs some revision, 3-Needs minor revision, 4-Very simple;

\(^d\) 1-Doubtful, 2-Needs some revision, 3-Needs minor revision, 4-Meaning is clear
Table 3
Advisory board member and external reviewer feedback for the program components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Component</th>
<th>Advisory Board Member Feedback</th>
<th>External Reviewer Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web-based PowerPoint presentation</td>
<td>• Not a fan of voiceover PowerPoints, don’t really tune into them, “check-out”.</td>
<td>• No comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The students need an opportunity to draft their plan for managing workplace bullying.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom-based PowerPoint presentation</td>
<td>• The questions will help the students think about workplace bullying and facilitate their learning.</td>
<td>• No comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The “Take Home Message” slide is nice and a keeper.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicum-based debriefing guide</td>
<td>• It brings real life experiences into the education and allows something for students to really relate to.</td>
<td>• Should be done in every post-conference across the county and the world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Need to follow-up with faculty members to assure that this component is completed by all students.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom-based role play scenario simulation</td>
<td>• Role playing idea is great!</td>
<td>• My very favorite part is the role playing if it helped gain insight or learn skills? It is such an amazing part of the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As worded, the students are not likely to use bullying behaviors to achieve their aims. Need to provide instructions to the students to use bullying behaviors in the simulation and provide bullying examples.</td>
<td>• Is there a way the students could act out the new strategies they have learned in your wonderful program? I would like to see a part where they can practice things like moving closer and standing next to the novice nurse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The aggressor role as described in Scenarios 1 and 2 was confusing and difficult to determine the planned responses for the students.</td>
<td>• The aggressor role as described in Scenarios 1 and 2 was confusing and difficult to determine the planned responses for the students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide script to the student observers (i.e., nurse observer, patient observer).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook page</td>
<td>• Be aware that cyber bullying could occur at the facebook site.</td>
<td>• Will the responses be standardized in any way?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not appropriate to mandate students to have a facebook account.</td>
<td>• Will a referral list be created and distributed to meet the needs of bloggers whose posts suggest significant emotional distress?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If you like a page on Facebook, other people who are Friends on Facebook can see that you have liked that page. Just so you know in terms of other confidentiality matters.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>Representative statements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Had Value to Faculty Members and Students</td>
<td>• You’ve got several different ways to do it, which I think was the strength of the study.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When we talked to the seniors, I think it was more eye opening for them because they were looking at situations that may not have been interpreted as more of an intimidation or bullying type scenario.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• That may impact their confidence and ability to function. So, in that respect, this was very good because it kind of opened up that door for discussion and how do you handle this as a student.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges to Continued Program Adoption</td>
<td>• …having a better response from clinical faculty, but that’s difficult because a lot of times it’s adjunct… and they’re only here for a semester and then they’re gone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• …with most of them being adjunct…this wasn’t their priority.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations for Program Delivery</td>
<td>• Now, I know the first clinical experience like is only a six-hour stint for the sophomores but maybe they could incorporate some sort of, um, role playing scenario in their lab sessions in Fundamentals I.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• …maybe develop a—a—a booklet of some sorts with some case studies and they purchase it in the sophomore year and then they carry it all the way through and we use it, that’s the thing…</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>